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At Home

Matching
1. Match the pictures with the vocabulary. Place the corresponding letter in the red circle.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

a. a toy box

e. a teapot

b. a towel

f. a TV

c. a refrigerator

g. a chair

d. a closet

h. a coffee table

2

Matching

8.

It has … . (quiz)

1. Match the pictures with the clues. Match the letter and number.

a

It has a refrigerator, a
sink and drawers.

b

It has tools, gardening
equipment and a car.

c

It has a table and chairs,
and a China cabinet.

d

It has a shower, a sink
and a bath.

e

It has a TV, a sofa, a recliner
and magazines.

f

It has a bed, a night table
and an alarm clock.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

1

7.
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Name _____________________

At Home

Matching and Pair Practice

3

1. Match the questions on the left with the answers on the right.

A:

B:

1. Where is the closet?

a. It’s in the living room.

2. Where is the chair?

b. It’s in the kitchen.

3. Where is the fridge?

c. It’s in the dining room.

4. Where is the coffee table?

d. It’s in the bedroom.

2. Match the pictures to the dialogue. Fill in matching numbers.

3. In pairs, practice the
conversations and tick
the boxes.
student A ticks the A: box and
student B ticks the B: box

A:

B:

A:

B:

A:

B:

A:

B:

B:

A:
1. Where is the towel?

a. It’s in the living room.

2. Where is the TV?

b. It’s in the kitchen.

3. Where is the toy box?

c. It’s in the bathroom.

4. Where is the teapot?

d. It’s in the bedroom.

A:
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B:

A:

B:

A:

B:

A:

B:
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At Home

Where is … ?
1. Match the vocabulary with the pictures.

Where is … ?

the fridge
the ladder

a.

__________

d.

b.

__________

e.

c.

__________

f.

__________

the bed
the vanity

__________

the fan
the table

It’s in the … .
a. ______________

__________

2. Match the vocabulary with the pictures.

It’s in the … .

living room, kitchen, dining room,
garage, bathroom, bedroom

b. ______________
c. ______________

a.

b.

c.

d.

e.

f.

d. ______________
e. ______________
f. ______________
3. Write sentences by combining part 1 and part 2 together.

a. _______________________________

d. _______________________________

b. _______________________________

e. _______________________________

c. _______________________________

f. _______________________________

Construct your sentence like this -

Where is the fridge? It’s in the kitchen.

3
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How do you feel about it?

Scale - rate yourself
The
How do you feel about the statements below?
RateScale
on a scale of 0 to 10.
0

1

2

discrimination)
(I(not
don’t
agree.)

How troubling is each situation below? Rate them.
3
4
5
6
7
(a little)

(medium)

8

0 ~ 10
9

10

(very troubling)
(I strongly (worst)
agree.)

1. Sex: a hardworking woman is not promoted while male colleagues are __
2. Sex: An interviewer asks a woman if she plans to have children __
3. Sex: a politician says infants need their mother more than their father __
4. Sex: young men are forced to fight in wars while women are not __

is worker
too small.
1.5. My
Age:house
a productive
is forced to retire at 65 __

6. Race: a Japanese youth living abroad is told to “go back to your home country” __
7. Race: a foreigner cannot rent an apartment because he is not Japanese __

an immigrant
is paid
lessair
money
than a local doing the same factory job __
fan is better
than
an
conditioner.
2.8. ANationality:

9. Profiling: Police in Arizona stop people who look Hispanic and check them for drugs __
10. Profiling: It is harder for Muslims to get refugee status than people of other religions __
11. Poverty: more poor people go to prison than rich even though the crime rate is the same __

3.12.AOccupational:
ladder has
many uses.
people avoid speaking with a janitor or butcher at a party __

13. Appearance: a better qualified but less attractive person doesn’t get a job __
14. Religion: Muslims are screened more carefully at airport immigration and customs __

challenges:
capable
is not
hired because s/he has Down’s Syndrome __
usually
eat ain
theperson
living
room.
4.15.I Mental
16. Physical challenges: a person in a wheelchair cannot enter a building with no ramp __
17. Sexuality: a gay man can’t marry his lover __
18. Identity: a man who identifies as a woman is not allowed to use the women’s restroom

5. I always park my car in the garage.

When finished, share your ratings and discuss with a partner. Do the quick checklist on page 5.

6. I prefer taking a shower to taking a bath.
7. I watch too much TV.
answers for activities
activity 1

1. g \ 2. d \ 3. e \ 4. c \ 5. a \ 6. f \ 7. h \ 8. b

activity 2

activity 3

1. d \ 2. c \ 3. b \ 4. a | 1. c \ 2. a \ 3. d \ 4. b

activity 4

*1. a. the ladder \ b. the fan \ c. the bed \ d. the vanity \ e. the table \ f. the fridge

1. c \ 2. f \ 3. e \ 4. a \ 5. d \ 6. b

*2. a. the garage \ b. the living room \ c. the bedroom \ d. the bathroom \ e. the dining room \ f. the kitchen
*3. a. Where is the ladder? It’s in the garage. \ b. Where is the fan? It’s in the living room. \ c. Where is the bed? It’s in the
bedroom. \ d. Where is the vanity? It’s in the bathroom. \ e. Where is the table? It’s in the dining room. \ f. Where is the
fridge? It’s in the kitchen.
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